Despite a challenging first half of the year, video ad spending saw double digit growth in 2023. Almost all categories grew year-over-year except for Careers, Hobbies & Interests, and Law, Government & Politics. The strong showing in video ad spending across Family & Parenting, Sports, and Pets in H2 drove these categories to the top for the year.

### Video Ad Spend Change by Advertiser Category

**Q4 2023, YOY**

- **Family & Parenting**: 159%
- **Sports**: 133%
- **Pets**: 65%
- **Health & Fitness**: 56%
- **Personal Finance**: 55%
- **Food & Drink**: 48%
- **Hobbies & Interests**: 44%
- **arts & entertainment**: 41%
- **Travel**: 38%
- **Technology & Computing**: 38%
- **Fashion & Style**: 38%
- **News**: 36%
- **Shopping**: 35%
- **Real Estate**: 33%
- **Business**: 33%
- **Business & Finance**: 30%
- **Real Estate**: 28%
- **Food & Drink**: 21%
- **Home & Garden**: 18%
- **Sports**: 17%
- **Travel**: 15%
- **Health & Fitness**: 14%

### Largest Advertiser AD Spend Increases during Q4, by Category

The fastest growing video categories this quarter, Family & Parenting, Pets and Travel are pacing similarly to the overall growth of these categories. This indicates that most advertisers are increasing their budgets proportionally across formats. However, the rise in Travel video ad spend is more concentrated in the final days of the year compared to overall Travel ad spending.

### Smallest Advertiser AD Spend Increases during Q4, by Category

Careers, News and Law, Government & Politics saw the biggest slowdowns in video ad spend. While the latter two categories are pegged to economic, political, and market news, the contraction in Careers is seasonal for Q4.

### Video Ad Spend Change by Advertiser Category

**2023 YOY**

- **Family & Parenting**: 222%
- **Sports**: 203%
- **Pets**: 193%
- **Health & Fitness**: 193%
- **Personal Finance**: 191%
- **Food & Drink**: 172%
- **Hobbies & Interests**: 171%
- **arts & entertainment**: 171%
- **Travel**: 156%
- **Technology & Computing**: 150%
- **Fashion & Style**: 147%
- **News**: 146%
- **Shopping**: 145%
- **Real Estate**: 145%
- **Business**: 143%
- **Business & Finance**: 143%
- **Real Estate**: 142%
- **Food & Drink**: 137%
- **Home & Garden**: 123%
- **Sports**: 122%
- **Travel**: 121%
- **Health & Fitness**: 118%
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